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In the last year, another one is added to the main loads of the student - in the form of work on the
graduation project. And before proceeding to writing the diploma himself, you will have to make up
and approve at the teacher a plan (content), which you will continue to work.

As a rule, a graduate student who accumulated the Mountain information over the years of study is
not easy to focus and write a clear and capacious plan for the chosen topic without spraying at
unnecessary moments.
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How to make the plan immediately turned out to be a worker and was approved by a curator? Let's
try to figure out. Plan to diploma: why is it needed?

Writing on the finished content of scientific work is always easier. Almost every student will agree
with this. If the plan is composed of intelligent, then its items are beacons for which the author
follows the material. These beacons allow you to save logic and not leave the topic.

Those who practice the preparation of the plan already after writing the work itself, risks write a
poorly structured work in which there will be a lot of extra. In addition, working without a plan, you
risk at any time to lose the thread of presentation and miss the very essence.

The advantages of work on the finished content are obvious: you reveal the topic successively, a
clear structure and conciseness allows you to focus on the main thing, the main idea and the
direction of work is clear for the reader.

How to make a plan so that it was easy to work? How to make a structure plan to diploma correctly

When drawing up a plan, you need to adhere to the main structure that can be specified in your
WRC methods. What is methodical recommendations, we considered in the article, which is placed
here.

The universal structure of the plan to the graduation work is as follows:
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Introduction
Theoretical chapter (name).
 Formulated as theoretical aspects or something like that.
 It has 2-4 points. Sometimes subparagraphs are allowed.
Practical chapter (name).
 It also has 2-4 points.
Summarizing chapter (name).
 There is not in all theses. Contains conclusions and suggestions on the topic of research
(ready-made development for implementation, etc.).
Conclusion.
Bibliographic list.
Applications.


